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Abstract
In this paper, we give a simple introduction to the devising of discontinuous Galerkin (DG) methods for nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation laws. These methods have recently made their way into the main stream of computational /uid
dynamics and are quickly 1nding use in a wide variety of applications. The DG methods, which are extensions of 1nite
volume methods, incorporate into a 1nite element framework the notions of approximate Riemann solvers; numerical !uxes
and slope limiters coined during the remarkable development of the high-resolution 1nite di3erence and 1nite volume
methods for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws. We start by stressing the fact that nonlinear hyperbolic conservation
laws are usually obtained from well-posed problems by neglecting terms modeling nondominant features of the model
which, nevertheless, are essential in crucial, small parts of the domain; as a consequence, the resulting problem becomes
ill-posed. The main di5culty in devising numerical schemes for these conservation laws is thus how to re-introduce the
neglected physical information in order to approximate the physically relevant solution, usually called the entropy solution.
For the classical case of the entropy solution of the nonlinear hyperbolic scalar conservation law, we show how to carry
out this process for two prototypical DG methods. The 1rst DG method is the so-called shock-capturing DG method,
which does not use slope limiters and is implicit; the second is the Runge–Kutta DG method, which is an explicit method
that does not employ a shock-capturing term but uses a slope limiter instead. We then focus on the Runge–Kutta DG
methods and show how to obtain a key stability property which holds independently of the accuracy of the scheme and
of the nonlinearity of the conservation law; we also show some computational results. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to give a brief introduction to the devising of DG methods for
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws. These are methods that have recently moved into the main
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stream of computational /uid dynamics and are being applied to problems of practical interest in
which convection plays an important role like gas dynamics, aeroacoustics, turbomachinery, granu-
lar /ows, semiconductor device simulation, magneto-hydrodynamics, and electro-magnetism, among
many others. The distinctive feature of the DG methods that sets them apart from other 1nite element
methods for hyperbolic problems is that DG methods enforce the nonlinear hyperbolic conservation
law locally. This allows them to have a mass matrix that can be easily made to be the identity,
while being highly accurate and nonlinearly stable. In this paper, we present a short introduction to
the subject for the nonspecialist in the matter.
Implicit DG methods, like the shock-capturing DG (SCDG) method, and other methods like the
streamline di3usion method and the characteristic Galerkin method, are studied in the monograph
[16] on adaptive 1nite element methods for conservation laws. An introduction to the Runge–Kutta
DG (RKDG) method, which is explicit, for hyperbolic conservation can be found in [2] and [1]. In
this paper, we propose a new way of understanding the heuristics of the construction of the SCDG
and RKDG methods; then we study a key stability property of the RKDG methods and brie/y discuss
their accuracy and convergence properties. For other 1nite element methods for nonlinear conserva-
tion laws, like evolution-Galerkin and semi-Lagrangian methods, and Petrov–Galerkin methods, see
the monograph [17] which studies them in the context of convection–di3usion problems.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we consider a classical model problem
of tra5c /ow and show how by dropping a second-order term from the equations a nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation law is obtained which gives rise to ill-posed problems. In Section 3, we
display the heuristics used by DG space discretizations to re-incorporate the information of the
second-order term in order to approximate the physically relevant solution. It is based on the use of
(i) approximate Riemann solvers and the associated numerical /uxes, which are nothing but suitably
de1ned approximations to the traces of the real /uxes at the borders of the elements; and (ii) shock
capturing terms (giving rise to SCDG methods) or generalized slope limiting procedures (giving
rise to RKDG methods) which are di3erent ways of incorporating the information of the dissipation
e3ect of the second-order term at the interior of the elements. In Section 4, we focus on the RKDG
method which is explicit, fully parallelizable and gives impressive computational results. We end in
Section 5 with some concluding remarks.
2. The main diculty: the loss of well-posedness
In this section, we consider a well-posed model of tra5c /ow proposed in [24] and illustrate how
the typical modi1cation of its conservation law, which results in a nonlinear hyperbolic conservation
law, gives rise to an ill-posed problem. Thus, when the term modeling the driver’s awareness of the
conditions ahead is considered to be negligible, it is a wide spread practice to simply drop it from
the nonlinear conservation law which now becomes hyperbolic. Although the neglected physical
phenomenon can be correctly considered to be unimportant in most parts of the domain, it is still
crucial in small; key parts of the domain. Indeed, the driver’s awareness of the conditions ahead
is essential near a strong variation of the density of cars which, as we all know, usually takes
place in a small part of the highway. The formal modi1cation of the equations is thus equivalent
to the removal of essential physical information and this, not surprisingly, induces the loss of the
well-posedness of the resulting problem.
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2.1. A model of tra5c !ow
If  represents the density of cars in a highway and v represents the /ow velocity, the fact that cars
do not appear or vanish spontaneously in the middle of the highway can be written mathematically
as follows: t + (v)x = 0.
A simple model for the /ow velocity v is to take v = f() − x, where f() = V () is the
so-called density /ow. It is reasonable to assume that  → V () is a decreasing mapping and that
for a given density, say ?, the velocity V is equal to zero; this corresponds to the situation in
which the cars are bumper to bumper. The simplest case is the following: V () = vmax(1 − =?),
where vmax represents the maximum velocity, and it corresponds to a quadratic concave density /ow,
f() = (?vmax)(=?)(1 − =?). The term x models, see [24], our ‘awareness of conditions
ahead’, since when we perceive a high density of cars ahead, we try to suitably decrease our speed
to avoid a potentially dangerous situation; of course, for this to happen, the coe5cient  must be
positive. With this choice of /ow velocity, our conservation law becomes
t + (f())x − xx = 0; (1)
which gives rise to mathematically well-posed initial-value problems.
2.2. The ‘awareness of conditions ahead’ term xx
It is reasonable to expect that when the convection is dominant, that is, when the number ?vmax=
is big, the e3ects of the terms xx are negligible. However, it is clear that this cannot happen where
x changes rapidly in an interval whose size is comparable to . The simplest way to illustrate this
fact is to look for solutions of our conservation law (1) of the form (x; t) = ((x − ct)=); these
are the so-called traveling wave solutions.
If we insert this expression for  in the conservation law and set  = , we obtain a simple
equation for , namely, −c′ + (f())′ − ′′ = 0. If we now assume that limz→∞± (z) = ±, and
that limz→∞± ′(z)=0, we can integrate once the equation for  provided the speed of propagation
of the traveling wave is taken to be
c =
f(+)− f(−)
+ − − : (2)
In this case, we get that  must satisfy the following simple 1rst-order ordinary di3erential equation:
′ = f()−Lf(); (3)
where Lf() = f(+) − c(+ − ) is nothing but the Lagrange interpolant of f at  = ±. The
equilibrium points =− and =+ of this di3erential equation can be connected by a single orbit
if and only if sign (+ − −)′¿ 0. In other words, a traveling wave solution exists if and only if
the graph of f on the interval (−; +) (resp. (+; −)) lies above (resp. below) the straight line
joining the points (±; f(±)). If f is the quadratic concave function considered above, a traveling
wave exists if and only if −¡+. This corresponds, roughly speaking, to the case in which the
density of cars ahead of us is higher than the density of cars behind.
If there is a traveling wave solution of the form (x; t) = ((x − ct)=), it is easy to verify that
xx is of order 1= only for points (x; t) such that |x − ct| less than a quantity of order . On the
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other hand, xx decays to zero like a quantity of order exp(−|||x−ct|=)= where  depends solely
on f′(±)− c — for the case in which the order of contact of f and Lf is one at the equilibrium
points of Eq. (3). This indicates that, as  goes to zero, xx(x; t) tends to zero wherever x = ct, and
so the in/uence of the term xx is relevant only on a neighborhood of measure of order  around
the line x = ct. The additional fact that
∫∞
−∞ xx(x; t) dx = 0 implies that xx(x; t) does not tend to
a Dirac delta as  tends to zero; this renders its e3ect in the limit case quite subtle [23]. These are
the facts that support the idea of dropping the term xx from the conservation law when  is very
small; however, to do that entails disastrous consequences as we show next.
2.3. The loss of well-posedness
It is very easy to see that when we let the di3usion coe5cient to zero in the traveling wave
solution, we obtain lim↓0 ((x− ct)=)=+ if x=t ¿ c and lim↓0 ((x− ct)=)=− if x=t ¡ c. Since
this limit can be proven to be a weak solution of the following equation:
t + (f())x = 0 (4)
with initial data (x; 0)= + if x¿ 0, and (x; 0)= − if x¡ 0, this fact could be thought to be an
indication that formally dropping the second-order term xx, from Eq. (1) could be mathematically
justi1ed. Indeed, it is a well-known fact that piecewise-smooth weak solutions of the nonlinear
hyperbolic conservation law (4) are strong solutions except at the discontinuity curves (x(t); t) where
the so-called jump condition is satis1ed: (d=dt)x(t)= [f()]=[](x(t); t), where [g] denotes the jump
of the function g across the discontinuity. However, it is easy to construct in1nitely many weak
solutions for the same Cauchy problem.
To do that, let us 1x ideas and set f()=(1−), and −= 14 , += 34 . Note that this gives c=0.
A simple computation shows that the following functions are weak solutions of the same Cauchy
problem, for all nonnegative values of the parameter :
(x; t) =


3
4 if c1¡x=t;
1
4 −  if c2¡x=t ¡c1;
3
4 +  if c3¡x=t ¡c2;
1
4 if x=t ¡ c3;
(5)
where c1 = , c2 = 0, c3 = −. Note that the discontinuities x=t = c1 and x=t = c3 do satisfy the
condition for the existence of traveling waves of the original conservation law (1). However, this is
not true for the discontinuity x=t = c2, except for =0, of course; in other words, this discontinuity
does not ‘remember’ anything about the physics contained in the modeling of the ‘awareness of the
conditions lying ahead’. Thus, because of the loss of this crucial information, formally dropping the
second-order term xx from Eq. (1) results in the loss of the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem
associated with the nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law (4), as claimed.
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3. Devising discontinuous Galerkin methods: heuristics
3.1. The re-incorporation of the neglected term xx
The unfortunate loss of well-posedness described for tra5c /ow is present, as a rule, in all nonlin-
ear hyperbolic conservation laws. To re-incorporate the relevant physics into the numerical scheme
constitutes the main di5culty in devising numerical schemes for nonlinear hyperbolic conservation
laws. To show how to do this, we restrict ourselves to the simple framework of our model for
tra5c /ow and, to render the presentation even simpler, we assume that the space domain is the
interval (a; b) and that the boundary conditions are periodic. Since DG methods are extensions of
1nite-volume methods, we start by considering the celebrated Godunov 1nite-volume scheme; we pay
special attention to the issue of re-incorporating the information of the term xx and show that this
is achieved by using Riemann solvers and the corresponding numerical !uxes. This 1nite-volume
scheme is then extended in two ways by using discontinuous Galerkin methods. In the 1rst, the term
xx is replaced in the weak formulation by a shock-capturing term; in the second, the term xx is
removed from the weak formulation by using an operator splitting technique and then transformed
into a generalized slope limiter. The 1rst approach gives rise to the SCDG method, which is implicit,
and the second to RKDG method, which is explicit.
3.2. The Godunov scheme
Let {xj+1=2}Mj=0 be a partition of [a; b], and let us set Ij = (xj−1=2; xj+1=2) and Pxj = xj+1=2 − xj−1=2.
Similarly, let {tn}Nn=0 be a partition of [0; T ], and let us set J n = (tn; tn+1) and Ptn = tn+1 − tn. We
want to 1nd a weak formulation with which we will de1ne the Godunov scheme. To do that we
proceed as follows. Let us denote by  the exact solution of the conservation law (1). Integrating
Eq. (1) over the box Ij × J n, integrating by parts and formally taking the limit as  goes to zero,
we obtain
Pxj(n+1j − nj ) + Ptn(fˆ
n
j+1=2 − fˆ
n
j−1=2) = 0; (6)
where nj = lim→0 (1=Pxj)
∫
Ij
(s; tn) ds and
fˆ
n
j+1=2 = lim→0
1
Ptn
∫
J n
{f((xj+1=2; ))− x(xj+1=2; )} d: (7)
Note that the numerical /ux fˆ
n
j+1=2 does contain information associated with the term xx. To get a
better feel for this quantity, let us consider the traveling wave solution =((x− ct)=) considered
in the previous section. A simple computation gives, for xj+1=2 = 0,
fˆ
n
j+1=2 = lim→0
1
Ptn
∫
J n
{f((−c=))− ′(−c=)} d
= lim
→0
1
Ptn
∫
J n
L((−c=)) d by (3);
=


f(+) if c60;
f(−) if c¿0;
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which is nothing but the average of the trace of f(0) on the edge xj+1=2 × J n, where 0 is the
entropy solution given by (5).
The Godunov scheme is now obtained as follows. Knowing the piecewise-constant approximation
at time t = tn, h(x; tn) = nj for x ∈ Ij, compute another piecewise-constant approximation at time
t = tn+1 by using the weak formulation (6) where the numerical !ux fˆ given by (7) is evaluated
by taking  to be the solution of the following initial-value problem:
t + (f(
))x − xx = 0; in (a; b)× J n; (tn) = h(tn) on (a; b):
Of course, as written above, the computation of such a numerical /ux does not look easy at all.
Fortunately, it can be shown that, for Ptn small enough, fˆ
n
j+1=2 = f((xj+1=2; t
n)) where  is the
entropy solution of the following Riemann problem:
t + (f())x = 0; in R× J n; (x; tn) =


nj if x¡xj+1=2;
nj+1 if x¿xj+1=2
and that
fˆ
n
j+1=2 = fˆ
G
(nj−1=2; 
n
j+1=2) ≡


minf(s); nj−1=26s6
n
j+1=2;
maxf(s); nj−1=2¿s¿
n
j+1=2;
(8)
which generalizes the particular case of the traveling wave solution treated above; see [19].
Note that the main e3ort in devising the Godunov scheme (6), (8) has been invested in making
sure that the in/uence of the term xx is well captured. This e3ort does pay o3 since it can be
proven that the numerical solution obtained by use of the Godunov scheme converges to the entropy
solution when the discretization parameters go to zero.
Fortunately, the Godunov scheme is not the only scheme with this property. Indeed, there are
several schemes de1ned by the weak formulation (6) and numerical /uxes obtained by solving
Riemann problems only approximately [14] which also converge to the entropy solution. Maybe the
main two examples are the Engquist–Osher /ux:
fˆ
EO
(a; b) =
∫ b
0
min(f′(s); 0) ds+
∫ a
0
max(f′(s); 0) ds+ f(0)
and the Lax–Friedrichs /ux:
fˆ
LF
(a; b) = 12 [f(a) + f(b)− C(b− a)]; C = maxinf06s6sup 0 |f
′(s)|;
which is particularly easy to compute. Moreover, the three methods above are such that, if
‖f′(0)‖L∞(Ptn=Pxj)61 then we have the local maximum principle
n+1j ∈ <nj−1; nj ; nj+1=; (9)
where <a; b; c==[min{a; b; c};max{a; b; c}] and the so-called total variation diminishing (TVD) prop-
erty
|n+1h |TV6|nh|TV; (10)
where |mh |TV =
∑
j |mj+1 − mj |. Unfortunately, these methods are at most 1rst-order accurate [13].
The SCDG method was devised in an e3ort to obtain a high-order accurate method that converges
to the entropy solution.
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3.3. The SCDG method
In order to devise the SCDG method, we proceed as follows. First, we multiply Eq. (1) by a test
function ’, integrate over the box Bnj = Ij × J n and then integrate by parts to obtain∫
@Bnj
{nt + (f()− x)nx}’ d( −
∫
Bnj
{’t + (f()− x)’x} dx dt = 0:
To deal with the 1rst term, we proceed as we did in the case of the Godunov scheme and replace
it by ∫
@Bnj
{ˆnt + fˆ()nx} d(;
where (nx; nt) denotes the outward unit normal to @Bnj ; ˆ(x; t
m) is nothing but (x; tm−0)), since this
is precisely the Godunov /ux for the identity function, and fˆ()(x‘+1=2; t) is fˆ
G
((x‘+1=2 + 0; t),
(x‘+1=2 − 0; t)).
The second term is simply replaced by
−
∫
Bnj
(’t + f()’x) dx dt +
∫
Bnj
ˆ()x’x dx dt;
where the term containing the arti=cial viscosity coe5cient ˆ() is the so-called shock-capturing
term. To obtain an idea of the form of the arti1cial viscosity coe5cient, we note that∫
Bnj
x’x dx dt=
∫
Bnj
{∫ x
−∞
(t + (f(
))x) dX
}
’x dx dt
=
∫
Bnj
ˆ()x’x dx dt;
where
ˆ() =
∫ x
−∞(t + (f())x) dX
x
:
This motivates the following (typical) choice:
ˆ()|Ij = j
‖t + (f())x‖L1(Ij)
|x|+  ;
where the auxiliary parameter j is usually taken to be of the order of the diameter of Ij and the
small positive number  is 1xed — its sole purpose is to avoid dividing by zero when x = 0.
We are now ready to de1ne the SCDG method. The approximate solution h is taken to be a
function whose restriction to the box Bnj is in the polynomial space P(B
n
j ) and is determined as
follows: Given h(·; tn − 0), we compute h in ⋃j Bnj as the only solution of∫
@Bnj
{ˆhnt + fˆ(h)nx}’ d( −
∫
Bnj
{h’t + f(h)’x} dx dt
+
∫
Bnj
ˆ(h)(h)x’x dx dt = 0 ∀’ ∈ P(Bnj ): (11)
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Note that the data is contained only in ˆh(x; t
n) = h(x; tn − 0). Note also that if the approximate
solution is taken to be piecewise constant in space and time, the above weak formulation becomes∫
@Bnj
{ˆhnt + fˆ(h)nx}’ d( = 0;
or,
Pxj(nj − n−1j ) + Ptn(fˆ
n
j+1=2 − fˆ
n
j−1=2) = 0; (12)
which is nothing else but the implicit version of the Godunov scheme (6). Since we can use
numerical /uxes other than the Godunov /ux, this shows that the SCDG method is an extension of
1nite-volume schemes.
Finally, let us point out that the e3ort invested in re-introducing the information of the term xx
into the SCDG method pays o3; indeed, both a priori and a posteriori error estimates for this method
have been obtained [5]. Also, because of the form of the arti1cial viscosity coe5cient, the method
is high-order accurate when the exact solution is smooth, as wanted.
On the other hand, no maximum principle or TVD property similar to (9) and (10), respectively,
hold for this method which could be very convenient in practical computations. Another disadvantage
of the SCDG method stems from it being implicit. Implicit methods are less popular than explicit
methods when solving hyperbolic problems because (i) they contain more arti1cial viscosity, which
results in a worse approximation of shocks, and (ii) they give rise to global systems of equations
whose resolution becomes very ine5cient when discontinuities are present. Indeed, when solving
the implicit Godunov scheme with Newton’s method in the simple case in which f′¿0; f ∈ C2,
and uniform grids, it can be proven that the convergence of Newton’s method is ensured by the
Kantorovich su5cient condition if
‖f′‖L∞Pt
n
Px
6C(f; h);
where
c(f; h) =

12
(
‖f′‖L∞
disc(n−1h ) · ‖f′′‖L∞
)1=2
+
1
4


1=2
− 1
2
and disc(n−1h )=max|n−1j+1 −n−1j |. If n−1h is smooth in the sense that disc(un−1h ) is of order Px, the
above condition states that Ptn must be of order Px3=4, which explains the fast convergence of the
method in this case. However, if a discontinuity is present, then disc(n−1h ) might be of order one
(like in the case of strictly convex or concave nonlinearities), and then the above condition states
that Ptn must be of order Px only. For the explicit schemes, a similar relation holds between Ptn
and Px, but no iterative procedure has to be put in place and no Jacobian matrix has to be assembled
and inverted at each time step. Even when these considerations are put aside, practical experience
shows that the possibly larger Ptn that implicit schemes can use is not signi1cantly bigger than the
Ptn for their explicit counterparts.
The RKDG methods were devised [8–10,6,11] in an e3ort to obtain explicit, high-order accurate
methods that converge to the entropy solution for which provable stability properties similar to (9)
and (10) hold.
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3.4. The RKDG method
To construct the RKDG method we 1rst discretize the equations in space and then we discretize
them in time. Thus, we multiply Eq. (1) by a test function ’, integrate over the interval Bnj = Ij and
then integrate by parts to obtain
{f()− x)}’|xj+1=2xj−1=2 +
∫
Ij
{t ’− (f()− x)’x} dx = 0:
Next, we pass to the limit in  as we did for the SCDG method, to obtain
fˆ()’|xj+1=2xj−1=2 +
∫
Ij
{t’− (f()− ˆ()x)’x} dx = 0:
Now, we use operator splitting and approximate the solution of the above weak formulation. Suppose
we know (·; t0); we compute (·; t1) as follows. First, we advance in time from t0 to t1=2 by solving
the equation
fˆ()’|xj+1=2xj−1=2 +
∫
Ij
{t’− f()’x} dx = 0;
then, starting from (·; t1=2), we advance in time from t1=2 to t1 by solving the equation∫
Ij
{t’− ˆ()x’x} dx = 0:
Note how what was the shock-capturing term in the SCDG method has been split o3 from the weak
formulation and is now used in the second step to advance in time the approximate solution.
Let us emphasize that by assuming the function  to be very smooth and taking ’=−(|x|)x, we
can obtain that
(i) |(t1=2)|TV6|(t0)|TV:
In a similar way, we can get that S(t1)j =
∫
Ij
(t1) dx=Pxj = S(t1=2)j by taking ’ = 1, and that
|(t1)|TV6|(t1=2)|TV, by taking ’=−(|x|)x.
Another point worth emphasizing is that for the RKDG method the arti1cial viscosity coe5cient
does not depend on the residual; instead, it depends on the local smoothness of the function . For
example, if  is locally C1, we take ˆ() = 0; this is motivated by the fact that lim↓0 ˆ()x = 0 if
the entropy solution is C1.
Before discretizing in space the above equations, we transform the second step. To do that, we
use a simple Euler forward time discretization∫
Ij
{(
(t1)− (t1=2)
t1 − t1=2
)
’− ˆ((t1=2))x(t1=2)’x
}
dx = 0;
which we rewrite as follows:∫
Ij
(t1)’ dx =
∫
Ij
{(t1=2)’− SLx(t1=2)’x} dx; (13)
where the slope limiter coe5cient SL is nothing but (t1 − t1=2)ˆ((t1=2)). In other words,
(t1) is obtained directly from (t1=2) by a simple and local operator; form now on, we write
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(t1) = ,-((t1=2)) and call ,- a generalized slope limiter. Note that the above properties of the
mapping (t1=2) → (t1) and that of the arti1cial viscosity ˆ can be rewritten in terms of the limiter
as follows:
(ii) ,-()j = Sj,
(iii) |,-()|TV6||TV,
(iv) ,-() =  if  is smooth.
We are now ready to display the space discretization. The approximate solution h(·; t); t06t6t1,
is taken to be a function whose restriction to the interval Ij is in the polynomial space P(Ij) and is
determined as follows. Knowing h(·; t0), we compute the auxiliary function h(·; t1=2) as the solution
of
fˆ(h)’|xj+1=2xj−1=2 +
∫
Ij
{(h)t’− f(h)’x} dx = 0 ∀’ ∈ P(Ij); (14)
then, we set h(·; t1) = ,-h(h(·; t1=2)) where ,-h is a discrete version of ,-.
Finally, we discretize in time by using a special Runge–Kutta discretization; see [21,12,22]. If
we rewrite the 1rst equation as dh=dt = Lh(h), the RKDG method can be described as follows.
Knowing the approximate solution tn; nh, we compute 
n+1
h as indicated below:
(1) set (0)h = 
n
h;
(2) for i = 1; : : : ; K compute the intermediate functions:
(i)h = ,-h
(
i−1∑
l=0
ilwlh
)
; wlh = 
(l)
h +
2il
il
PtnLh(
(l)
h );
(3) set n+1h = 
K
h .
The fact that, given the polynomial spaces P(Ij), it is possible to 1nd limiters ,-h and coe5cients
il and 2il such the nonlinear stability of the scheme is ensured without degradation of high-order
accuracy is a nontrivial distinctive feature of the RKDG method which we consider in detail in the
next section.
To end this section, let us stress once again that the term xx was incorporated into the RKDG
method by using Riemann solvers and their corresponding numerical /uxes and by means of the
limiter ,-h which incorporates the e3ect of xx in the interior of the elements.
4. The RKDG method
In this section, we take a closer look to the RKDG method; we keep our one dimensional frame-
work for the sake of simplicity. We consider the RKDG method with the Engquist–Osher numerical
/ux and study its stability for a simple limiter. We then discuss the accuracy of the method, its
convergence properties and, 1nally, show some typical numerical results displaying its performance.
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4.1. Nonlinear stability: the TVDM property
We proceed in several steps; we follow [9]. First, we describe the operator Lh and 1nd the
properties of the function h for which | Swh|TV6| Sh|TV, where wh = h + Lh(h). As a second step,
we construct a limiter ,-kh such that h =,-
k
h(˜h) satis1es those properties. Finally, we show that
the RKDG method is TVDM provided the RK time discretization satis1es certain simple conditions.
Step 1: The operator Lh and the function wh = h + Lh(h). In what follows, we consider
approximations h such that for each time t and each interval Ij; h(t)|Ij is a polynomial of degree
k. We take as the local basis function the suitably scaled Legendre polynomials, that is, for x ∈ Ij,
we write h(x; t) =
∑k
‘=0 u
‘
j (t)’
‘
j (x), where ’
‘
j (x) = P‘(2(x − xj)=Pxj) and P‘ is the ‘th Legendre
polynomial. Since these polynomials are orthogonal, that is, since
∫ 1
−1 P‘(s)P‘′(s) ds=2ll′=(2‘+1),
the mass matrix is diagonal. Indeed, the weak formulation (14) takes the following simple form:
For each interval Ij and each ‘ = 0; : : : ; k, we have
d
dt
u‘j (t)−
2‘ + 1
Pxj
∫
Ij
f(h(x; t))
d
dx
’‘(x) dx
+
2‘ + 1
Pxj
{fˆEO(h(xj+1=2))(t)− (−1)‘fˆEO(h(xj−1=2))(t)}= 0;
where we have used that P‘(1)=1 and P‘(−1)=(−1)‘. We rewrite the above equations as follows:
(d=dt)h = Lh(h); the function Lh(h) is piecewise polynomial of degree k and is nothing but the
approximation to −f(u)x provided by the DG-space discretization.
Next, we consider the stability properties of the mapping h → wh = h + Lh(h). We have
the following result, which is a discrete version of property (i) of the 1nite volume methods of
Section 3.
Proposition 1 (The sign conditions). If ||((|f+|Lip=Pxj+1)+(|f−|Lip=Pxj))6 12 ; then | Swh|TV6| Sh|TV
provided the following conditions are satis=ed:
sgn( Sj − Sj−1) = sgn(n;−j+1=2 − n;−j−1=2);
sgn( Sj+1 − Sj) = sgn(n;+j+1=2 − n;+j−1=2):
Of course, the above sign conditions are not guaranteed to be satis1ed at all; in order to enforce
them, we shall use the limiter ,-kh.
Step 2: Construction of a limiter ,-kh. We construct our limiter ,-
k
h in two steps. First, we
consider the piecewise-linear case k = 1 and set ,-1h(h)|Ij = Sj + m(u1j ; Sj+1 − Sj; Sj − Sj−1)’1j (x),
where the so-called minmod function is m(a1; : : : ; a) = smin16n6 |an| if s = sign(a1) = · · · =
sign(a), and m(a1; : : : ; a) = 0 otherwise. Note that ,-1h(h) is always a piecewise-linear function
(see Fig. 1).
It is not a coincidence that, for piecewise linear functions, the slope limiter ,-1h can be de1ned
by using a discrete version of Eq. (13), namely,∫
Ij
,-1h()’ dx =
∫
Ij
{’− SL x’x} dx ∀ linear functions ’: (15)
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Fig. 1. The ,-1h limiter: The local means of h (thick line), the linear function h in the element of the middle before
limiting (dotted line) and the resulting function after limiting (solid line).
Indeed, a simple computation shows that the slope limiter coe5cient is nothing but
SL =
Px2j
12
(
1− m(u
1
j ; Sj+1 − Sj; Sj − Sj−1)
u1j
)
;
which is a nonnegative number, as expected, and is a discrete measure of the local smoothness of
the approximate solution h.
We now de1ne ,-kh(h), element by element, as follows:
(1) Compute
˜−j+1=2 = Sj + m(
−
j+1=2 − Sj; Sj+1 − Sj; Sj − Sj−1);
˜+j−1=2 = Sj − m( Sj+j−1=2;− Sj+1 − Sj; Sj − Sj−1):
(2) If ˜−j+1=2 = 
−
j+1=2 and ˜
+
j−1=2 = 
+
j−1=2 set ,-
k
h(h)|Ij = h|Ij .
(3) If not, set ,-kh(h)|Ij = ,-1h(h)|Ij .
Note that this algorithm can be carried out in parallel.
Next, we put together the main properties of our limiter some of which are discrete versions of
properties (ii)–(iv) of Section 3.
Proposition 2 (Properties of the limiter UVkh). Given any piecewise polynomial function 5h; the func-
tion h:=,-kh(5h) satis=es the sign conditions of Proposition 1. Moreover;
(i) ,-kh(5h)j = 5hj ;
(ii) |,-kh(5h)|TV6|5h|TV; if 5h is piecewise linear;
(iii) ,-kh(5h) = 5h if 5h is linear.
Step 3: The TVDM property of the RKDG method. Now, we collect the results obtained in the
previous steps and obtain a remarkable stability property of the RKDG method similar to the TVD
property (10) of the 1nite-volume methods of Section 3.
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Table 1
Runge–Kutta discretization parameters
Order il 2il max{2il=il}
1 1 1 1
2
(
1
1=2 1=2
) (
1
0 1=2
)
1
3
(
1
3=4 1=4
1=3 0 2=3
) (
1
0 1=4
0 0 2=3
)
1
Theorem 3 (TVDM property of the RKDG method). Assume that all the coe5cients il are
nonnegative and such that
∑i−1
l=0 il = 1; i = 1; : : : ; K + 1. Assume also that Pt
n(|2il=il)|((|f+|Lip=
Pxj+1) + (|f−|Lip=Pxj))61=2. Then we have that
| Snh|TV6|0|TV; ∀n¿0:
This result states that the RKDG method produces an approximate solution whose element-by-
element average is total variation bounded regardless of the degree of the polynomial, k, and the
accuracy of the RK method used to march in time. Examples of RK methods satisfying the conditions
of Theorem 3, which are the so-called TVD Runge–Kutta methods [21,12,22], are displayed in
Table 1 below; for other higher-order TVD-RK methods, see [22,12].
It is interesting to point out that under the conditions of the above theorem, the local maximum
principle (9) also holds for the local averages, Sh. We include a proof [22,9] of the above theorem
because it is extremely simple and because it shows how the di3erent ingredients of the RKDG
method come together.
Proof. Recall that the RKDG method computes n+1h from 
n
h by setting 
n+1
h = 
K
h and by comput-
ing recursively (i)h =,-
k
h{
∑i−1
l=0 ilw
(il)
h }, where w(il)h = (l)h + (2il=il)PtnLh((l)h ) for i=1; : : : ; K and
0h= 
n
h. Hence,
| S(i)h |TV =
∣∣∣∣∣
i−1∑
l=0
il Sw
(il)
h
∣∣∣∣∣
TV
by Proposition 2;
6
i−1∑
l=0
il| Sw(il)h |TV since il¿0;
6
i−1∑
l=0
il| S(l)h |TV by Propositions 1 and 2;
6 max
06l6i−1
| S(l)h |TV;
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since
∑i−1
l=0 il=1. By induction, we get that | Sn+1h |TV6| Snh|TV, and so | Snh|TV6| S0h|TV. Since 0h is the
L2-projection of 0, we have | S0h|TV6|0|TV, and the result follows.
4.2. Accuracy, convergence properties and some numerical results
Let us begin our discussion about the accuracy of the method by considering the linear case
f′ constant. If we simply consider the DG space discretization and do not employ limiters, it
can be proven that when polynomials of degree k are used, the method is of order k + 1 in the
L2-norm, uniformly in time, provided that the exact solution is smooth enough. If not a TVD-RK
time discretization of order k + 1 is used, there is ample numerical evidence that indicates that the
accuracy remains the same. When the complete RKDG method is used and the exact solution does
not present any local critical points the accuracy is again of order k + 1. However, in the presence
of local critical points, the use of our limiter does degrade the order of accuracy. This happens
because at those critical points, the approximation solution, which is a polynomial of degree k, is
forcefully set equal to a constant by the limiter. Fortunately, this di5culty can be overcome by
means of a slight modi=cation of the limiter ,-kh- the resulting RKDG scheme can be proven to
be, not a TVDM scheme, but a total variation bounded in the means (TVBM) scheme; see [20,9].
Moreover, the observed order of accuracy is now k+1. This has also been observed in all the main
prototypical nonlinear cases; see [9].
Now, let us address the issue of convergence to the entropy solution. From Theorem 3, it is
easy to see that the RKDG method (with the ,-kh limiter or its TVBM modi1cation) generates
a subsequence that converges to a weak solution. However, unlike the case of the SCDG method,
it has not been proven that such a weak solution is the entropy solution. Since all the numerical
experiments do indicate that this is actually the case, it is reasonable to expect that such a proof
could be obtained. This would require, however, new techniques; see [15,3,18].
Let us end this section by showing two numerical examples, both on the domain (0,1). The 1rst
deals with the simple, but numerically di5cult to approximate, linear case f() =  with initial
condition 0(x) = 1 if 0:4¡x¡ 0:6 and 0(x) = 0 otherwise. Our purpose is to illustrate how the
amount of numerical dissipation varies with the polynomial degree k of the RKDG method; we
use our ,-kh limiter. The results, for T = 100, are displayed in Fig. 2 where we see that the
numerical dissipation diminishes as the polynomial degree increases. The second example deals with
the classical inviscid Burgers equation f()=2=2 with initial data 0(x)=0:25+0:5 sin((2x−1)).
Our purpose is to display the performance of the RKDG method around the shock. We use a TVBM
modi1cation of our limiter which leaves untouched local critical points whose second-order derivative
is, in absolute value, smaller than M =20. In Fig. 3 we display how a shock passes through a single
element. Note the excellent approximation to the exact solution only one element away form the
exact shock for both k = 1 and 2.
5. Concluding remarks
The RKDG method has been extended to multidimensional nonlinear hyperbolic systems
and has proven to be a highly parallelizable, stable and accurate method. It has also been extended
to convection–di3usion equations, the Hamilton–Jacobi equations, nonlinear possibly degenerate
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Fig. 2. Comparison of the exact and the approximate solutions for the linear case f()=. Top: Px= 140 , middle: Px=1:80,
bottom: Px=1=160. Exact solution (solid line), piecewise-constant elements (dash/dotted line), piecewise-linear elements
(dotted line) and piecewise-quadratic elements (dashed line).
second-order parabolic equations and even to elliptic problems. The reader is referred to [7] for
an overview of the historical evolution of DG methods, for an account of the state of the art, and
for a short description of the main challenges of their future development.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the exact and the approximate solutions for the Burgers equation f() = 2=2; Px = 1=40 as
the shock passes through one element. Exact solution (solid line), piecewise linear elements (dotted line) and piecewise
quadratic elements (dashed line). Top: T = 0:40, middle: T = 0:45, and bottom: T = 0:50.
Let us give an idea of the computational results this method produces and let us consider the
classical double Mach re/ection test problem. In Fig. 4, we display the results obtained by using
P2 polynomials on squares. Note the rich structure around the contact discontinuities that can be
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Fig. 4. Approximate density obtained by the RKDG method.
captured because of the small amount of arti1cal dissipation (recall Fig. 2) and how sharply the
strong shocks have been approximated (recall Fig. 3).
In this paper we have tried to give a /avor of the techniques used to devise DG methods for
nonlinear hyperbolic conservation laws in the framework of a one-dimensional scalar conservation
law. Our main point is that the non-linear scalar conservation law obtained by dropping the term
xx from the equation de1nes an ill-posed problem and that the main e3ort to devise DG methods
for the hyperbolic conservation law is to re-incorporate into the numerical scheme the informa-
tion provided by the neglected term. We have seen that this can be accomplished by means of
(i) approximate Riemann solvers and their corresponding numerical /uxes and by means of (ii)
shock-capturing terms and generalized slope limiters. It is our hope that these ideas could be of
use when devising DG methods for other nonlinear hyperbolic systems and even for more challeng-
ing ill-posed problems like, for example, the model of phase transition in solids; see [4] and the
references therein.
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